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A perfect blend and mix of The Hottest new R&B with just the right flows of Hip Hop's finest makes this

Compilation CD a one of a kind Classic. .::WARNING::. This CD is STRICTLY FOR THE GROWN 

SEXY... 23 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Southern Style, URBAN/R&B: Soul Details: A new day has

come... Bread N Butta Entertainment is a fully furnished entertainment company whose record label

boasts an impressive roster of the spiciest, sexiest, most talented artists, writers, producers and

engineers in all genres of music, with a particular focus on R  B and Hip-Hop. Artists presented on the

fifth BNB compilation entitled, "Dinner is Served". Even more exciting is the fact that all of the BNB artists

are multi-talented, hence taking them beyond the realm of the average everyday artist, to the Upper

Room of the artiste! Female singer/rapper Caxino Rey mixes R&B, Hip-Hop and her own special

ingredients to create a smooth yet funky fusion that makes you want to dance and love. From the Dirty

South BNB has RUSH, an MC whose versatility and ability to utilize language is an anomaly in and of

itself! Dotrips into his rhymes with the lock of a Pit Bull's jaw and the dexterity of an Olympic runner.

Dot.Com has also pens some of BNB's sexiest R&B hits. Hot male artiste Preme-Adon is a force to be

reckoned with when it comes to creating the cleverest combinations of rhymes to entertain and make you

want to wax poetic with him. Preme knows how to make you laugh one moment and scratch your head,

begging for a rewind the next! Not only is his flow fierce, he writes R&B joints that say exactly what's on

every man's mind. Next in the line-up is Gotti aka Young Breeze far more lyrical and philosophic than his

21 years of age, Gotti-an MC with a message that is real and heartfelt. SOS has a superior flow and a

dynamic presence. He's the kind of artist who other artists admire. ...and the there's even more HOT artist

on this CD to seduce your ears...
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